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Mother's Day Pricing for Profits

The idea today is to look at a couple of quick things that florists can put into place right away. Not every single one of these might be right for every shop but we’re
hoping you can use one, two, maybe even three to help increase Mother's Day sales and profits.

1. Charm vs Round Prices
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The first thing to look at is charm pricing (prices that end in nine) vs round pricing (prices that end in zero). We’re not talking specifically about dollars or cents, we’re just
looking at the digits on the right.
There is a tendency in the flower business to avoid charm pricing, usually because we think charm pricing is tacky. If you look at a lot of real florist websites you’ll see
round pricing.
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But a charm price almost always outsells a round price, even when the charm price is higher. In a famous experiment the same shirt sold better at $39 than at $34.
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And that is consistent across a wide range of prices. The same item will sell better at a higher charm price than a lower round price.
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Image Communicated by the Use of 99 Endings in Advertised Prices
Author(s):
Source:

Robert M. Schindler & Thomas M. Kibarian
Journal of Advertising, Vol. 30, Issue. 4 (2001), pp. 95-99

The 99 ending increases the likelihood that viewers judge an advertised
price as relatively low and as representing a discount…

Order gatherers and direct shippers understand this and take full advantage of it. Look at their websites and you will see charm pricing almost exclusively.
The worst part? All the research suggests that a customer is more likely to pay a $49.99 charm price on an order gatherer website than a $45 round price on your
website. Charm pricing is too easy and e"ective to ignore.
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Now, on the contrary, the most exclusive brands and retailers love round pricing.
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The di"erence here is that these are highly esteemed brands that, for the most part, don’t have to worry about comparison shopping or price-sensitive customers. Few
florists can make that claim.
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And even these brands still love charm pricing some of the time, most notably when it comes time to have a sale. As soon as you have a sale, or try to sell based on
price, the magic of charm pricing is too powerful to ignore.
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If your customers are concerned with price or shop around, then you should use charm pricing. If you are trying to brand and sell a particular product as ultra-premium
you might want to choose round pricing instead.
If you are that exclusive high end shop that everyone wants to be, with customers that don’t care about price, then round pricing is probably already part of your
mystique and charm pricing will likely undermine it – stick with round pricing.
No matter what approach you take most of the time you have to use charm pricing any time you are talking about a sale or discount. If for example you are a high end
shop and your premium Mother's Day package is $150 and you want to o"er a discount for early orders use charm pricing – the discounted price should be $129 or $139
not $130 or $140. At that point you are trying to make the sale based on value and charm pricing is the best way to do that.

2. Expressing Price
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Over the next few weeks you’ll get a lot of calls about Mother's Day flowers, and you’re going to have to quote prices. There is ample research on the best way to do this.
Let’s look at two options:
“Forty-nine dollars and ninety-nine cents”
“Forty-nine”
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Comma N' Cents in Pricing: The effects of auditory representation
encoding on price magnitude perceptions
Author(s):
Source:

Keith S. Coulter, Pilsik Choi and Kent B. Monroe
Journal of Consumer Psychology – Volume 22, Issue 3, July 2012, Pages 395–407

When price information is presented and encoded in verbal format,
then increasing the syllabic length of the price information will (a)
increase the amount of time required to process that information, and
(b) increase consumers' perceptions of its numerical magnitude.

Simply put more syllables comes across as more expensive. A price expressed with fewer syllables feels more a"ordable, and that means more and bigger sales.
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Here is a restaurant menu that uses this nicely. And the servers follow along – they don’t mention “dollars”.
No matter how you price, charm or round, use the fewest possible syllables when expressing price.

3. Context
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“It’s just…”
Research shows that changing the message to “a small $10 delivery fee” or “just $10” increases sales.
This can be used anywhere. If a customer calls and starts o" with “how much are your Mother's Day flowers?” you can assume they are somewhat sensitive to price. In
that case you can respond with something like “our beautiful Mother's Day bouquets start at just…”
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Avoid o"ering multiple products at the same price as shown here. If prices are identical consumers are less likely to buy than if they are even slightly di"erent.
The reason is that price tells a huge part of the story. Most people will assume that the most expensive option is the best, that the least expensive is the least desirable,
and that the middle is “safe”. Those assumptions make it easier for them to make a decision.
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If prices are identical this information is missing, and the consumer is being asked to make a decision knowing only half the story. It would be like trying to choose
knowing only prices and nothing else.
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You want to make sure that you provide all of the details so that people can make a quick, easy choice, one that doesn’t hurt their brain too much. If you make the choice
even a little bit more di$cult they will go somewhere else where the choice is simpler.

5. Ranges
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Some choice is good, too much is paralyzing. People think they want choice, what they really want are easy, slam dunk choices they don’t have to think too much about.
Three is a pretty good number.
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The cheapest price is designed to appeal to customers most focussed on price. This one is for the comparison shoppers, and you’re it using to compete against ordergatherers and direct shippers. Use charm pricing.
It’s easy to get down about that – to think “everybody’s gonna jump at this high-value, low margin item”…
But nobody said it had to be high-value/low-margin. This product targets the shopper focussed on price, not value. The cheapest product in a line often o"ers the least
value – there is a high cost to being cheap! This can be the highest margin product in the lineup.
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Most people gravitate towards the middle. It’s safe. Make sure that this item is profitable for you, and it will usually o"er better value than the cheapest version.
For most shop charm price likely remains best. If however you are unquestionably the most prestigious shop in your area and you give no thought to losing business to
any competitor you can use round pricing instead.
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Some people, and we always wish there were more of them, gravitate here towards the high end. The best. When people don’t really understand how to assign value to a
product they almost always fall back on price, and “most expensive” is often regarded as “best”.
For most shops charm pricing generally remains best but higher end shops may choose to go with round pricing.
There are a couple of ways at looking at margin on a product like this. One is a goal to “move customers up” from the middle to the top. To do that you generally need to
prove there is greater value – a lot more flowers for relatively little money. In this situation it’s OK to sacrifice a little margin for more profit. Mother's Day only comes once
a year, make the most of it.
The other argument is that there is a premium on the best, and that margin should be highest at the high end. This is more common in things with clear performance
metrics like cars or computers, where that last little bit of performance typically costs much more.

6. Anchor Pricing
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The idea behind anchor pricing is that people place too much information on the first piece of information they receive. There is amazing research on this, too much to
get into, but the idea is simple. Introducing large numbers into the discussion early on shifts spending up.
Anchor prices should never be the only prices mentioned (you don’t want to scare customers o") but including them )“we have everything from a Mother's Day
spectacular at $200…”) makes prices introduced subsequently seem more reasonable. Round pricing here can add credibility.

7. Bundles
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If your shop ever o"ered free delivery you are familiar with the concept of bundling. Airlines used to bundle baggage and meals the same way florists bundled delivery.
And, like airlines, florists have unbundled their product over the past couple of decades, charging separately for things like delivery. It helps you out in a price
comparison, the kind that is so easy for a customer to do online.
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But unbundling not perfect. Even though they unbundled economy fares, airlines continued bundling checked bags, food and alcohol with premium fares. And other
industries, most notably fast food, started to bundle with what came to be known as combos.
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And they came to love them. Movie theatres too – here you see that three quarters of the available space is used to promote bundles. If you go to your local movie
theater, or your local fast food restaurant, you will likely see the same thing – the focus is on selling bundles.

7. Bundles
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Why do vendors like bundles?
Larger Spend:

…when bundling items together, firms often find that
consumers purchase items that they would not
ordinarily purchase if the items were only available
individually (Stremersch and Tellis 2002).

Lower Ordering Cost:

This refers not to the price but the time and energy
spent placing (or taking) the order. It’s quicker to order
a bundle than individual items.

The chief advantage to bundles is that customers will typically end up buying more. The e"ect is so powerful research has shown that bundles will sell even when they
cost more than the sum of their component products.
And it’s simple to get started. If a customer asks about Mother's Day you ask if they would be interested in a bundle that includes card and delivery. The people that
gravitate towards bundles will jump at it. If they start o" asking about price they are more likely a comparison shopper and you should go a la carte, starting with flowers
and then progressively disclose additional costs (delivery, etc.) deeper into the order process.
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Why do customers like bundles?
Perceived Value:

Customers assume savings, even though they aren’t
always there.

Cost Certainty:

Some customers value going straight to the “bottom
line” and knowing there won’t be any surprises.

Lower Ordering Cost:

This refers not to the price but the time and energy
spent placing (or taking) the order. It’s quicker to order
a bundle than individual items.

Assign Own Value:

Surplus from the most valued items transfers to less
valued items, lowering their perceived cost.

Customers benefit from lower ordering costs as well. And a certain percentage of shoppers like the cost certainty/bottom line aspect of a bundle – they understand
exactly what it will cost them from the outset.
The individual assignment of value is also important, but a little more complicated. Personally I love sending flowers, but hate delivery fees. The bundle lets me think
about the part I like (flowers) without be forced to think about the part I don’t (delivery fee).
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Value Bundle
•
•
•
•

lower “ordering cost”
perception of value &
savings
single purchase decision
use charm pricing!

Premium Bundle
•
•
•
•

lower “ordering cost”
perception of exclusivity
single upgrade decision
consider round pricing

You can can also o"er di"erent kinds of bundles.
A value bundle typically includes the essential and almost essential items (flowers, delivery and card) and appeals to the price sensitive customer who assumes they are
getting a better deal. The actual savings is usually minimal (2%-5%), and o"set for the vendor by the sale of something extra like the included card.
A premium bundle typically includes better (more expensive) essential items and something less essential and more exclusive (maybe chocolate) that is, ideally, only
available in the combo. The great thing about this is that the customer only has to make the decision to splurge once.
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This is something the automotive industry understands well. Back in the 70’s, 80s and early 90s there were many, many more smaller individual options. That meant
people had to decide to splurge over and over again. Given the way we negotiate with ourselves that is di$cult. The internal conversation goes something like:
I splurged on the eight track, so I won’t get the cruise control. I splurged on the T-bar, so I won’t splurge again on the intermittent wipers.
Now car makers tend to bundle many upgraded features into a few packages, meaning you only have to decide to splurge once.
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One big caution. With the fast food combo everything is there on the plate. People see and understand where there money went.
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With flowers a big piece of it, delivery, is missing from what they will ultimately see.
You have to manage expectations. Explain that the bundle includes your delivery fee. Do not imply or let the customer assume that delivery is somehow free or value will
appear to be missing from the final product.
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No two prices the same, ever?

If you look at all the products you o"er of course – some of them will be the same. The idea is to avoid confronting the customer with identical prices at any one time.
For example it might be that at the start of the process you explain that you have cello wrapped arrangements starting at $40, vases starting at $50 and hand-tides
starting at $60. Once the customer makes a selection you can then introduce three new (and di"erent) prices for specific products.
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What about .95 instead of .99?

Some vendors, especially restaurants, think .95 is less tacky and prefer it to .99.
Researchers believe something called the “left digit e"ect” is the magic behind charm pricing, and that doesn’t change if you go with .98, .95, etc.
But such changes are definitely not more e"ective in terms of generating sales. It’s not a case where .97 works better than .98, etc.
If you really can’t stomach .99 you can use .95 but please – take a long hard look at those order-gatherer websites first.
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What about my cost-plus formula?

Costs are huge, and a formula is good for knowing what you have to charge to be profitable.
But - customers don’t know your costs or your formula, and you can certainly charge more in many situations. And, in others, like when you are generating incremental
business, you can charge less.
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Should I include delivery in the
prices on my website?

It is worth having bundles on your website, in a section that clearly indicates it contains bundles than include delivery, etc. in the prices shown. This will appeal to the
people that like bundles.
But don’t simply included delivery prices in the product prices on your website. Online you need to be competitive in a price comparison, and trying to bury a delivery
charge in a product price would make that impossible.
This is why airlines have to unbundle so aggressively. The internet makes it easy to compare fares from several di"erent airlines, and each airline wants to win that
showdown – even if it means unbundling things that used to be taken for granted. They’re hoping that by the time you realize the cheapest fare also comes with a $35
bag fee as opposed to the $25 bag fee on the flight that was $5 cheaper you won’t want to switch.
If you try and include delivery you’re going to lose the initial showdown to competitors that don’t.
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Thank you. Have a great Mother's Day.

